New Program Proposal Review and Approval Process

Step 1: New Proposal Received by IDOE

Review Team Representing:
- Existing Programs
- P-12
- IDOE
- Content Specialist(s)

Step 2:
Review Team Reviews Proposal (at least 30 days to review prior to Step 3); Each Member Completes Individual “Initial Feedback Form”

Step 3:
Representatives Present New Proposal to Review Team (follow-up questions, etc.)

Step 4:
Team Completes/Updates Group “Initial Feedback Form”

Step 5:
Follow-up with Representative(s); Status of Proposal Shared (Approximately 90 days following step 3)

Step 6:
Additional Information Requested OR

Step 6:
Rejected; Proposal Returned OR

Step 6:
Proposal Moves Forward to the Indiana State Board of Education for Recommendation